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TOTAL HOURS SERVED

585 Hours

IMPACT VALUE

$12,343

ORGANIZATIONS IMPACTED

Alzheimer’s Association • Christian Help • Dorsey Head Start Center • Empty Bowls Monongalia • Fairmont Senior High School • Main Street Morgantown • Mountaineer United Soccer Club • Project Linus • Read Aloud WV • Ronald McDonald House Charities of Pittsburgh and Morgantown • Spark! Imagination and Science Center • Sundale Long-term Care and Rehab • WVU Libraries • WVU National Center of Excellence in Women’s Health

COURSEWORK CONCEPTS APPLIED

✓ Developed understanding of nonprofit organizations
✓ Utilized independent decision-making skills
✓ Budgeting and marketing practices
✓ Professional communication
✓ Demonstrated personal responsibility
✓ Practiced analyzing data

ADDITIONAL LEARNING OUTCOMES

Increased knowledge of resources in the local community • Improved ability to work on a team • Practiced critical thinking skills

COMMUNITY BENEFITS

Developed and implemented data tracking systems • Identified potential funding sources • Improved social media functioning • Developed marketing plans • Assessed service provided

“Students worked to execute, market, and fundraise for the Walk to End Alzheimer’s Morgantown. I couldn’t believe this is a Freshman group. They were amazing, and a company will be happy to have them as employees one day.” – Christina Beck – Northern Regional Coordinator, Alzheimer’s Association WV Chapter

*This report was compiled by the Center for Service and Learning using verified service hours, the value of volunteer time from independentsector.org and faculty, student and community statements.